ACCESS MAP

BY TRAIN OR PLANE

- Coming by train or bus: use the underground passage between the railway station and Europole
- Airport shuttles: Grenoble Isère (3 round trips per day), Lyon Saint-Exupéry (17 round trips per day) and Genève Cointrin (6 round trips per day).

GENERAL MAP

BY TRAIN

- Line A: Gares stop
- Line B: Palais de Justice stop

BY CAR

- Coming from Geneva and Chambéry by A41 highway: take the rocade sud (ring road), follow signs to Lyon by highway, take the Europole exit and follow signs to Europole
- Coming from Lyon by A48 highway, take the Europole-Gares exit and follow signs to Europole.

BY TRAM

- Line A: Gares stop
- Line B: Palais de Justice stop